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Imagine if you could use flooring on the wall!
Ô MUR is a unique and innovative fi xing system, which allows you to lay click fl oors on the wall.

This ingenious system, very easy to set up, off ers you numerous creative possibilities to 
decorate, renovate and fi t out your interior.

Ô MUR is a new system to install fl oorings on your wall, which allows to renovate and/or 
decorate in creative, funny and economic way, all or part of the walls.

A unique and innovative patented system

Decorate 

Compatible with any support (wood, plaster, 
brick and/or mortar)

Quick & easy

Compatible with all click 
systems

For fl ooring from to 0,6 cm 
to 1,6 cm (0.24 in to 0.62 in).

Advantages

Many possibilities

Renovating your walls has never been so quick and easy!
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Connectors 
Clips C PATENTED SYSTEM

Ô MUR componants 

Spanner, multi-Tool 
Kit and cutter

Calculate  your need
Handy app to help you 
calculate how many 
components you need 
to cover your wall
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Renovate and convert your attic 
thanks to Ô MUR system

Ô MUR system is ideal for all your renovation work in order to convert your attics and lofts.

Aluminium rails are perfectly adapted for use in attic spaces and are fi xed directly on the rafters.

The simple installation of this system is faster than plasterboards because it avoids sanding and grouting to walls.

A unique and innovative patented system

Renovation

Appropriate for an under roof

Simple and fast

Compatible with all click 
systems

Unique and original

Advantages

Many possibilities

A fast, simple, economical and ecological way to renovate its attics 
with a made to measure decoration!

Start/Stop Clips 
D/A + disc

Aluminium 
studs

Aluminium studs 
connexion

Connectors 
Clips C

Ô MUR componants 

Spanner, multi-Tool 
Kit and cutter

Calculate  your need
Handy app to help you 
calculate how many 
components you need 
to cover your wall
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PATENTED SYSTEM

1 m 25 - 4 9 in 


